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i. Clear parentheses using the distributive property.

2. Combine like terms within each side of the equcil sign.

3. Add/subtract terms to both sides of the equation to get the terms
with variables on one side and constant terms on the other side.

LI-. Isolate the variable by muftiplying/dividing both sides of the equation
by the number with the variable.

(~x - l~ - 3 = 2x + 6 + (ox
(ox - 18 = 8x +

—8 -

- 2(o
-(*x

-13=x _____

-313x+21

13x+21 = 2

3x+2=2 3x+2=—2

x=O_______
= (0, -~)l

Solving Word Problems Algebraically
I. Define a variable.

Ex: Bobby is L~ years younger than twice Jimmys age.
If Bobby is 2~ years old, how old is Jimmy?

2. Write an equation.

3. Solve the equation.

Lf• Label your answer with the appropriate units.

Let j = Jimmy’s cage

2j — 14 = 2(o

j = 15

-~ isj~j~old

Solving ~Aufti-Step Equations
Ex: 3(2x-5)-3=2x+8+~x

4 Solving Absolute Value Equations
Ex: -313x+2H2=—8I. Isolate the absolute value.

2. Break the absolute value equation into two separate equations. For
the first equation, set the expression inside the absolute value
notcition equal to the opposite side of the equation. For the second
equation, make the number on the opposite side negative.

3. Solve each equation.
~Lj.
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Solve ec~ch equc~tion.

I. -3x - q = -27 2. 25 + 2(n + 2) = 30 3. -qb - = -3b +

1+. 5 - (m - LI-) = 2m + 3(m - 1) 5. ~2Lf - 10k = -8(k + 14W) - 2k (o. P - (-lq) = lIP + 23 - 20P

7. d—.~.=~+~d & -0.5g+ 13= 3g q. -s(h+ 12)-(LI-h-2)=h-6

10, 13x + L4.1 l~o IL 31x — 51=27 12. 8l2~ — +

Solve each word problem cilgebrc~icc~lly.
13. The sum of’ two consecutive integers is one less (L4.~ The length of’ c~ rectc~ngulcir picture is 5 inches

thc~n three t’mes the smaller integer. Find the more than three times the width. Find the
two integers, dimensions of the picture if its perimeter is 71J.

inches.
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Solving ~ Graphing Inequakties
I. Solve the inequality as if it is an equation. Ex: ~2L~> 3x - (~ - qx
2. If you muftiply or divde both sides of the inequality by a negative

number, flip the inequality sign.
3. Write your answer with the variable on the left of the inequality sign.
14• Graph the solution on a number line. M~ake an open circle on the

number if the number is not included in the solution (< or >) and
make a closed circle if the number is included (≤ or ≥). Shade to the
left for less than (<or ≤) and shade to the right for greater than (~
or ≥).

Compound Inequalrttes

1, Solve each inequality separately and graph the solution to each on
one number line.

‘And’ med ualities:
I. Isolate the variable, making sure to do the same thing to all 3 parts

of the inequality.
2. Graph the solution to each part of the compound inequality and see

where those graphs overlap. The overlapping part is the solution.

I ~

4 Absolute Value Inequalthes
Isolate the absolute value.

2. Change the absolute value inequakty into a compound inequality. For
or ≥, turn it into an “or” inequality. For <or ≤, turn it into an “and”
inequality. For the first inequality, keep everything the same, except
eliminate the absolute value symbols. For the second inequality, make
the number on the opposite side negative and flip the inequality sign.

3. Solve and graph the compound inequality.

Ex: Ix + II — 3 ≥ —I

Ix + II — ~ ≥ —l
+~ +3

Ix + l~ ≥ 2

X+ ≥2 or

Ix≥l or x≤-31
41•I I I•1 I
4-3-2-I 0 1 2 3

-2~> -(ax -

+6 +

-l&,-4x

3<x

-~ 61 ‘~‘~s (~

“Or’ Ineciualities
Ex: x+2~(a or -2x≥-2

-t -2
or ~

-l 0 I 2 3 1.4. 5 ~

Ex: 3<2x-3<7

3 <2x - ~ <7
+3 -i-~ +3

6 < i2c <10
2

w~x<~1
III I~~I “

-I 0 I 2 3 ~ 5 6
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Solve ec~ch inequc~lity. Grc~ph the solution on c~ number line.

IS. -~ + 3> -3q u~. 25 - 3(n - 2) ≥ -~n +~

17. 8g - + I) < L~(2g - 18. 7k + I ≤ 8 or -7 < k - 10

lq.-q<3b+2≤2o 2o.q<~3m<~L~.

21. y+(-6)≥-13 or -3y+6>-7 22.12x+5I< 13

23.7Iw—~l≥2l 2~.-2l3ml+ 3<-51
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y — = m(x — x1)
= slope 6’ (xk yj is a point on the graph

Converting Point-Slope Form to Slope-Intercept Form:
I. Distribute m.
2. Move y~ to the other side of’ the equation.

Converting Slope-Intercept Form to Standard Form:
I. Bring the x term to the left.

2. IF there are Fractions in the equation, multiply everything
through by the least common denominator.

3. IF A is negative, multiply everything through by -L

Slope Formula: m = x2 —

Finding Slope from 2 Points

Special Cases:

-~ slope = 0 -> slope is undefined

Ex: Find the slope of the line that passes through the
points (4, -3) and (7, -7)

—7—(--3) •—‘4. Im= 7(q) = =

Slope-Intercept Form
Ex: Graph y - Iy = mx + b

rn—slope 6’ b_-y-intercept

Graphing from Slope-Intercept Form:
I. Make a point at the y-intercept.
2. Use the slope (!:!~)to make more points.
3. Connect the points to Form a line.

\~

4

4

y-intercept is -I

~ope (So from the
y~intercept go up 2 f right 3)ss~J

Standard Form
Ax + By = C

A, B, 6’ Care integers 6’ A is not negative

Graphing Using Intercepts:
I. Find the x-intercept by substituting 0 For y.

2. Find the y-intercept by substituting 0 For x.

3. Make a point at each intercept and then connect
the points to Form a line.

Ex: Graph 2x 3y -‘

x-intercept: 2x - 3(0) = -‘

2x=-6 -~ x-3
(-3,0)

y-intercept: 2(0) - 3y = -6

-3y=-6 -~ y=2
(0, 2)

1’

Point-Slope Form
Ex: Write the equation of the line passing through the

points (-i, 2) and (3, LI.) in point-slope form. Then
convert it to slope-intercept and standard form.

LI—2 2 Im=3_(_1) = =

Point-S lope Form: — 2 = (x + ~

Convert to Slote-Intercebt Form:
I I S

-~ y-.2=~x+~ -~

Convert to Standard Form:

-~~ ________
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Find the slope of the line thc~t pcsses through the pclir of points.

25. (q, -3) ~nd (‘1, -8) 2~. (-8, 5) c~nd (3, -c,) 27. (7, -I) cind (Is, q)

Grc~ph ec~ch line.

28. ~=—~)c+2 2q.y=x-3 3O.~=

~44~W___
SI. 2c—y=—2 32.x+~=~ 33.3x+L~=_i2

~
~ 3- 1(~ + 2) ~ ~: ~2(x3) %.y-2=O

~~

Write the equcmon of the line in point-slope, slope-intercept, c~nd stc~ndc~rd form.

37. Line pclssing through point 38. Line pc~ssing through points 3~1. Line pc~ssing through points
(3, 5) with c~ slope oP I (-~, 2) c~nd (0, 3) (I, 3) crnd (2, 5)
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Writing Eguations of Parallel Lines:
I. Find the slope of the original line by first converting it to slope-

intercept form if it is in Standard Form. The slope of the line
parallel will have that same slope.

2. Use the given point along with the slope you just Pound to write
the equation of the line in point-slope form.

3. Convert the point-slope form equation to slope-intercept form. Ex~

Writing Ec~uations of Perpendicular Lines:

I. Find the slope of the original line. The slope of the line
perpendicular will have the opposite (negative) reciprocal slope.

2. Use the given point along with the slope you just Pound to write
the equation of the line in point-slope form.

3. Convert the point-slope form equation to slope-intercept form.

Linear Inequalities

= 3x - S
m 3, so slope of parallel line is 3, too

-~ y-4=3(x+2)

-> ~-q=3x+~
~ IY~~°I

Write the equation of the line that is
perpendicular to the line x - 3y = -‘ and
passes through the point (-i, I).

4 -3y=-x-(o

-*

m =-~, so slope of perpendicular line is -3

I. Convert the linear inequality in slope-intercept form. Be sure Ex: -3x - 2y> 8
the y is on the left and remember to flip the inequality sign if

you muftiply or div~e by a negative.

2. Oraph the line as if it is an equation, except use a doffed line
if the inequality sign is < or ~. If the sign is ≤ or ≥, use a
regular solid line.

3. Shade above the line for a ‘greater than inequality (>or ≥).

Shade below the line for a ‘less than’ inequality (<or ≤). (For
vertical lines, shade to the right for greater than and to the
left for less than). 11 ~ >LLL

4 Parallel 6~ Perpenchcular Lines
Parallel Lines have the same slope but different y-intercepts.

Perpendicular Lines have opposite reciprocal slopes. Ex: Write the equation of the line that is parallel
to the line y = 3x - 5 and passes through
the point (-2, Lb).

-~ y-i=-3(x~ ~)
4 y- 1=-3x--3

~ IY=-~~~I

-3x-2y~6
+3x

-2y> 3x + 8
-2 -2 -2

El:
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Determine whether the lines c~re p~r~llel, perpendicukw, or neither. Justify your cinswer.
LI-C. y=2x-& LI-I. y=x LI-2.3x+2y=I8

y=~x+~ x+y=-2

Write the equc~tion of the line pc~rc~lIeI to the given line thcit pc~sses through the given point in
slope-intercept form.
LI-3. y=~Lfx~2; (0,-i) LI-LI-.2x_y=~LI-; (2,5)

Write the equation of the line perpendicu!c~r to the given line thc~t pc~sses through the given
point in slope-intercept form.

‘4-5. y = - q; (-‘i,, -2) (4’~. L1x + = -~; (Li., 5)

Grcph the solution to ecAch linear inequc~lity.

~4-7. y ≤ -14-x - 3 ‘+8. 2x - y < I ‘+q. x + 3y> 3
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4 Solving Systems of’ Equations Using Ehmination
I 3x+~ty=2Write both equations in Standard Form. Ex: Solve the system by elimination: ~2x + 2y = —6

Multiply neither, one, or both of the equations by constants ~ 3x + = 2
so that either the x coefficients or the y coefficients are ~ 2(2x + 2tj = —6
opposites (i.e. 2 and -2).

Add the two equations. The terms with the opposite ~
coefficients will cancel out. =

Solve the equation for the variable that didn’t cancel out.

Substitute the solution you Pound in step L~ for the variable
in any of the equations, and solve to find the other variable.

Write your solution as an ordered pair.

Systems of’ Equations Word Problems
Ex: A 2~f question test contains some 3 point questions

and some 5 point questions. If the test is worth
00 points, how many of each type of questions
are there?

Let x = Ift of 3 point questions
y # of 5 point questions

x + y =

3x + 5y 100
solve uS1n9 substitution or eLimination -~ solution: (iO, 1L4.)

-~ There were 10 3-point questions and ILl- 5-point questions.~

Solving Systems of’ Equations by Graphing
I. Graph both lines on the same coordinate plane. Ex: Solve the system by qraphing:
2. Find the point where the lines meet, and write that solution

as an ordered pair.
—-solution:

Special Cases: 1(3 I) I
- parallel lines: no solution
- coincident lines (lines that are the same): infinitely many solutions

\~

7~ Solving Systems of’ Equations Using Substitution N
( x + 3y = Lf

I. Solve one of the equations for x or y. Ex: Solve the system by substitution: — 3~ = —i

2. Replace the x or y in the other equation with the X + 3y LI. ~ x = -3y +

expression you found in step I that equals that variable. 2x - 3y = -I -~ 2(-3y + L1~) - 3y = -I

3. Solve the equation. -~ -6y + 8 - 3~ = -l )
~ Substitute the solution you Pound in step 3 with the variable ~ + 8 = -i

in your step I equation to solve for the other variable. ~ -qy = -q ~ ~ i

5. Write your solution as an ordered pair. ~ x = -3~ + ~ x -3(t)_+ ~ Ix = ‘Isolution: I (I, 1) I

2.

3.

LI.

5.
-* 3x-4-’-ly=2 -~ 3(2)+LI-y=2
-> (o+LI~y=2 -~ ~y=-~ -~Iy=-iI

solution: 1(2, -1) ~

4
I. Define 2 variables.
2. Write 2 equations.

3. Solve the system of equations using the method of your
choice.

LI.. Label your solution with the appropriate units.

N
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Solve each system of equc~tions by graphing.

Solve each system of equations using substitution.

531 y=2x+3 5~ J ~+Lfy=5 ~ fqy—7x=—13
1~5x — 29 = —‘ 1~—2x + 59 = —qx + y = 15

Solve each system of equations using elimination.

~, f3x — 7y = —2q ~ f—Ll-x — 8y = —Lf8 E~8 f 3x — 7y 21
1~—~4-x + 7y = 27 8x 3y = —3~ l~6x = hfy + Lf2

Solve each word problem using a system of equations.

sq. Joe bought 5 apples and tf bananas for $6. Dawn (oO. Wesley and Bnan have a total of 87 baseball
bought 3 apples and 6 bananas for $6.30. How ccirds. Wesley has 30 less than twice as many
much does each apple and each banana cost? cards as Brian. How many baseball cards do

they each own?

~~•fy ~X—LI.
= —x—h

= —2x + I 52~ x_2y=Lf1,~—3x + 29 = —8
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Exponent Rules
Zero Exponent: Any base rc~sed to the zero power equals t. Ex: (-q)° =I1T~
Negative Exponent: Move the base to the opposite side of the Ex: 34 = -~ =~

fraction bar and make the exponent positive.
Monomial x Monomial: Multiply the coefficients and add the Ex: (-2x3)(8x5) = -l~x2 =I~6

exponents of like bases.
Lfc~b3 —‘

Monomial ÷ Monomial: Divide the coefficients and subtract the Ex: 2 = Ia bt=~
exponents of like bases.

Power of a Monomial: Raise each base (including the coefficient) to Ex: (3x3y2)3 33x~y~ =~27x~y~
that power. If a base already has an exponent,
multiply the two exponents.

Power of a Quotient: Raise each base (including the coefficients) to 3b 2 52a6b2 125a6b2c21
that power. If a base already has an exponent, Ex: (—p) = 22c—2 =1 ~ I
multiply the two exponents.

6~ Muftiplying ~ DMding Numbers in Scientific Notation
Ex: (3 x lO~)(5.8 x IO~)

Multiplying Numbers in Scientific Notation:
Multiply the coefficients and add the exponents. IC x
necessary, ‘fix” the answer to put it in Scientific Notation. 17 ~t X 10” _________

= (I.7L~4x 0’) x 0” ~ x I0~

Dividing Numbers in Scientific Notation: Ex: 3.6 x l0~
Divide the coefficients and subtract the exponents. If 7.2 x (02

necessary, “fix” the answer to put it in Scientific Notation. ~ x
0.5 x IO~

(5 x 0 ) x IO~ = I~ x 1021

Exponential Growth ~ Decay
Ex: You bought a new car for $25,000. If the car’s

Exponential Growth: y = a(I + r)t value depreciates cit a rate of 12% per year,

how much wil the car be worth in 5 years?
Exponential Decay: y = a(I - r)t use exponential ~ formula

y new amount, a initial amount, r rate of change (as a decima~L f = time = 25,000(1 - 0. l2)~
= 25,000(0.88)~
=I$ 3,1q3.301

Compound Interest: A = P(I Ex: You invest $5,000 in an account with a 2.5%
interest rate, compounded monthly. How much

A = new balance, P — principal (starting value), r = interest rate (as a decimal), money will be in the account after 20 years?
number of times the interest is compounded annually, t time (in years) A = 5,000(1 + O.025\r2

-i~-,
5,000(1 + ~025)21IO

=Is~23q.32I
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SimpliPy ec~ch expression completely. Write your cinswer using only positive exponents.

61. x’ xt~. 62. (53)2 63. —6c~2b~c

GLI.. a3 65. (.~~2x~Y)3 ~. (~w3cç9°

67. 2Lfd5~g6 ~&. (~b_~d’)~ 3b7d 6q (L~b2c-t~
3(od \~. ~ )

Find ec~ch product or quotient. Write your c~nswer in ScientWic Notc~tion.

70. (~.& ~< io3) (2.1.1. x io7) q.3 x 72. Lf~5

3x10 q.oxlo

Find the new c~mount.

73. The population of Watesville 7Lj.• A population oP 30 bunnies ~s 75. If you $15,000 in an account
decreases at a rate of Ik% increasing at a rate of LI0~ per with a Lf.5% interest rate,
per year. If the population year. How many bunnies will compounded quarterly, how
was (o2,500 in 20l~, what will it there be in 5 years? much money will you have in
be in 2020? 25 years?
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≥~: nth degree

Ex: Classify 3x3 — + 7.

~j~c~~ictrinomiai

Adding 6~ Subtracting Polynomials

4

Adding Polynomials:
I. Add like terms together.

2. Write your answer in Standard Form (decreasing order of degree).

Subtracting Polynomials:
I. Turn into an addition problem by changing the — to + between the

two polynomials and reversing the sign of each term in the second
polynomial.

2. Add like terms together.

3. Write your answer in Standard Form.

Muftiplying Polynomials
Monomial x Polynomial:

1. Use the Distributive Property to multiply the monomial by each term.

2. Write your answer in Standard Form.

Ex: 1I-x2(3x2 - 8x - 5)
~8x-5)

=~32x3~20x2

Binomial x Binomial:
I. FOIL (multiply the two ft~I terms, the two outer terms, the two inner

terms, and the two last terms).
2. Combine like terms and write your answer in Standard Form.

Any Polynomial x Any Polynomial:

I. Multiply each term from the first polynomial by each term in the
second polynomial.

2. Combine like terms and write your answer in Standard Form.

Ex: (x + 3)(2x - I)

+ ~I)

F: 2x2 0: -lx I: ~X U ~3

Ex: (x + 2)(x2 - 3x - 8)

Cx + 2)(x2 - 3x - 8)

= x3 -~ -

- x2 - lLfx - ~ I

Classifying Polynomials
- Term: each part of a polynomial separated by addition or subtraction
- Degree of a Term: the sum of the exponents of the variables in a term

- Degree of Polynomial: the highest degree of all the terms in a polynomial

Classifying By Number of Terms:
(term: monomial

2 terms: binomial

3 terms: trinomial

≥ ‘4 terms: n-term polynomial

Classifying Polynomials By Degree:
0: constant 14: quartic

I: linear 5: quintic

2: quadratic

3: cubic

It is a trinomicil because there cire 3
terms separated bq and +

The degree of the t~ term is 3, the
decree of the 2~ term is and the
degree of the yd term is 0. So. the
degree of the potgnom~aI is 3 since that is
the highest degree of all the terms.

Ex: (‘4x2 - q) + (7x - q~2 + 8)

(~+~7x~qx2+8

=-5x2 +7x -~

Ex: (3x2-~x-q)-(2x2+8x-3)

~ (3x2-~x-q)4(~2xe8x+ 3)

=
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CkisstP~ each poLynom~I b~ its degree and number of’ terms.

Find each sum or dWPerence. Write your answer in Standard Form.

80.(2h3+6h)+(3h3—7h—3) 6L(8x_Lfx2+3)~~(7x2_q) 82.(_!1+a2—5)_(5a2+~a_7)

Find each product. Write your answer in Standard Form.

83. 5x3(qx2 + t4~x — 5) 3Lf. (x + LI.)(x — 3) 35. (3n — 8)(14n — 7)

6~. (2x + 3)(x2 + x + 3) 87. (6x + fl2 86. L4.g(2g — + q)

SimpliPy each expression compIeteI~. Write Idour answer in Standard Form.

8q.(x +2)(~c + 8)+(L~,c2+3x — 3) qo.(x +5)(x—5)—~x(x + t)

7’~. 6x3 — 77. —2 — ~x2 + 7x 78. 8x2y2 7~I. (~x + 5
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C Factoring Out a GCF
(. Find the largest monomial that is a factor of each term in the

polynomial, and pull it out in front of parentheses.
2. Divide each term by the GCF and write the resulting polynomial in

the parentheses.

Ex: Factor 25x~y — 30x3y2 + 10x2y3
GCF = Sx2y, so d~v~de each term by 5x~y

!~2~xy+2y2~J I
I Factoring Lf~Term Polynomials

First factor out a GCF if there is one. Then factor by grouping as described below.

Factor b~ Grouping
I. Oroup the first two terms in parentheses and the last two terms in

parentheses.

2. Factor out the ØCF from each set of parentheses.
resulting binomials in parentheses should match>.

Factor out the common binomial.

Ex: Factor 3x3 - ~x2 + Sx - 10

4

(The two

(3x3 - ~x2) + (5x - 10)

-~3x~(x-2) + 5(x-2)

-~ f (~ 2)(3x~ +

Factoring Binomials

Binomials in the form c~ - b2

First factor out a GCF if there is one. Then determine whether it is a difference of squares binomial (in the
form a2 — b2). If it is, use the method below.

I. Find the square root of the first term (a) and the square root of
the second term (b). Your answer will be (a + b)(a - b).

Ex: Factor I(~x2 - 25
The square root of i~x2 Ltc ~ the squre root
of 25 = 5

+ 5)(Ll.x ~>1

the leading coefficient is I.

Factoring Trinomials

}

First factor out a ~CF if there is one. Then use the appropriate method below, depending on whether or not

Trinomials in the Form x2 + bx + c (leading coefficient = I)

I. Find two numbers with a product of c and a sum of b.

2. Your answer will be written as the product of two binomials:
(x + 19t number)(x + 2~ nur”bcl.

Ex: Factor x2 - ~,x + 8

Trinomials in the form ax2 + bx + c (leading coefficient> I)

Need 2 numbers with product of ~ and sum of -5’.
-~ the 2 numbers are -~ C -2

-~ Cx + .Lf)(,ç + -2) -)j~(x-2)

I. Multiply a and c. Find two numbers with a product of ac and a sum
of b.

2. Copy the ax2 term from the original trinomial, and then split up the
bx term into two terms, using the two numbers you found in step I
as the coefficients of each term. Copy the c term from the original
trinomial. (So now you have a L~~term polynomial).

Ex: Factor 2x2 + 7x + 3

3. Factor by grouping.

= 2 3 =5’. Need 2 numbers with a product
of 5’and a sum of 7.

-~ the2numbersare5’CI

4 2x2 -i. + bc 4 3

9 (2x2 + 6x) + (Ix + 3)
9 2x(x + 3) + ((x + 3)

->[~i~L~:!i
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Factor ec~ch poLynomic~I comptetely.

qi. - 18x - 27 ~2. x2 - 100 ~l3. x2 - 5x+ 6

q~. 2x2+7x+6 q5. 5x3+3x2+lOx+6 q(o. 3x2-12

q7. x2 +2J1x+ gLI.Ll. q8. qx3- 30x2-2~x qq. &x3+ L~2~ ~ 3

100. 5x2 + lOx - L~5 lot. 36x~ - 121 102. 5x2 + 22x + 3

103. Lb~ + l6xy + qy + 3(~y2 IO~. x2 - 3x - 33 105. 14x2 - 15x + q
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